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This is the status the part will adopt when added to a clean load. It will adopt the status "In Clean" once the part is added to a Clean Load.

The load itself has a status tree, so users can track loads and reports can be generateed based on load status. A Clean Load will take on the following 3 load statuses: Active, Closed and Archived. Active means it has been created and parts can be added to the load. Parts adds can be undone which reverts them to prior load state. Closed load means that no parts can be added to the load at this point, or reverted by undone button. Clean is completed. Parts can now be moved out of the load.Once all parts are moved out, the load auto archives.

User logs to system, clicks create report link. Selects create Load.

Next screen asks for load type and site

Next screen is the form data for the load selected.

Clean load Data:
- Clean Type: Radio buttons, three choices: Ultrasonic, Parts Washer, Both. User can select only one radio button of the three.
- Material: Check boxes for the three types of washes: Al per spec LIGO-xxxx, SS per spec LIGO-xxxx, Special. Special requires a field to be filled in for detailed requirements.
- Special Instructions Free text field
- Notes field free text
- Add Parts Button, takes user to another parts search screen to find parts and add to load.
- Check box for "Completed" with a hover note saying "Once completed, no further parts can be added to Load". This button closes teh load to new parts, marks the load status as Load Closed. 

Method to remove parts from load is to add to another load. Done on a diffferent load screen and parts search for that. 

Once all parts are removed, load is archived
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This is the status the part will adopt when added to a bake load. It will adopt the status "Staged Bake" when the part is still in storage, but is attached to a bake load key. The difference between this and "In Bake" is that the location is the storage location for "Staged Bake", while the location for "In Bake" is the Oven selected for bake.

The load itself has a status tree, so users can track loads and reports can be generateed based on load status. A Bake Load will take on the following 4 load statuses: Active, Processing, Closed and Archived. Active means it has been created and parts can be added to the load. Processing means it is currently being baked and parts cannot be added. Closed means the bake is complete and the RGA was approved. Archive means all parts were moved out of the load and is automatic once the load is emptied. Loads stay in system as archives, and parts retain the history of the loads.

User logs to system, clicks create Record link. Selects create Load.

Next screen asks for load type and site

Next screen is the form data for the load selected.

Bake load Data:
- Material: Dropdown, 6 choices: Aluminum, Stainless or Special, in flavors Class A or Class B
- Special Instructions Free text field
- Notes field free text
- Add Parts Button, takes user to another parts search screen to find parts and add to load.
- check box for "start bake load process", status of parts change to "In Bake", Load status goes to "Baking", no parts can be added at this point.
- Dropdown appears that requires user to identify oven in use, based on location.
Oven choices for LHO are VBO A, VBO B, VBO C, as well as ABO A, ABO B, ABO C. If an ABO is selected, no option to add RGA scan. Next process would be complete bake. If teh ABO A is selected, we need a field to appear caller FTIR Report, which woudl be an attachement field. Not required, can be added later after the bake is closed or archived.
- When bake is complete only option is to attach an RGA scan if this is not an airbake oven. Have a notes field here for RGA. User attaches and the record generates and email to the review group for approval.
- Review group looks at RGA, approves or rejects bake results. Comment field is needed.
- If approved the load is complete and closes. Parts can now be moved out of bake to other loads.
- if rejected, the system needs to allow for a re-run but with a new record ID. parts can be added as well. It remembers teh attributes of the former load, but does not load the RGA or notes. The start bake check box is removed, and the oven data is cleared. Parts return to Staged Bake status and load goes to active status. Location is cleared and user must fill in location of parts now.

Method to remove parts from load is to add to another load. Done on a diffferent load screen and parts search for that. 

Once all parts are removed, load is archived
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Fields for load:
Location
Sub Location

Both are free text boxes, not large, maybe 100 char.

Display will have created by date, who created, unique key, locations, parts list in teh load. Also will have a button to add more parts.Goes to a search screen for parts.
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Fields for Ship Load:
*Destination
*Receiver
Carrier
Tracking Number
Est Delivery Date
Ship date is auto entered when load shipped is checked below
shipped by is autofilll
Shipping site is autofilled.
Parts list is below.
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